We introduce a simple and efficient frame and segment level RNN model (FS-RNN) for phone classification. It processes the input at frame level and segment level by bidirectional gated RNNs. This type of processing is important to exploit the (temporal) information more effectively compared to (i) models which solely process the input at frame level and (ii) models which process the input on segment level using features obtained by heuristic aggregation of frame level features. Furthermore, we incorporated the activations of the last hidden layer of the FS-RNN as an additional feature type in a neural higherorder CRF (NHO-CRF). In experiments, we demonstrated excellent performance on the TIMIT phone classification task, reporting a performance of 13.8% phone error rate for the FS-RNN model and 11.9% when combined with the NHO-CRF. In both cases we significantly exceeded the state-of-the-art performance. Index Terms: Frame and segment level recurrent neural network, neural higher-order conditional random field, phone classification
Introduction
We consider phone classification, i.e. the problem of classifying phones from an audio recording given the correct boundaries between different phonetic units. This is important for comparing different classification strategies while at the same time avoiding to align the phones. Many approaches to phone classification [1, 2, 3] are based on computing fixed length feature vectors for each (variable length) phonetic segment, which in turn are used for applying standard classification techniques like logistic regression, support vector machines or neural networks. These fixed length feature vectors are commonly computed from frame level features by heuristic aggregation [1, 2, 3] . This aggregation can result in a loss of relevant information for the phone classification problem as substantiated in our experiments. As a remedy, we propose the FS-RNN model in this paper. Our model first processes the acoustic input at frame level by several layers of bidirectional RNNs spanning the whole input utterance. This way, the RNNs can propagate the relevant information for phone classification across segment boundaries-an important property as neighboring phones are known to influence each other [4, 3] . Using the (given) segment boundaries, we extract a fixed number of hidden activations for every phone segment from the last layer of the RNNs and use them as input for several more layers of bidirectional RNNs processing the acoustic input at segment level. Finally, the hidden This work was supported by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) under the project number P25244-N15. Furthermore, we acknowledge NVIDIA for providing GPU computing resources.
activations of the last layers of these segment level RNNs are used for classification of the phones. By jointly training the whole model, the RNNs are optimized to extract the right information for the classification task while minimizing the loss of relevant information. The FS-RNN achieves an impressive performance of 13.8% phone error rate on the TIMIT phone classification task. Note that the Neural Transducer [5] also uses RNNs across segment boundaries but employs a difficult encoder-transducer-architecture for its operation. By using features derived from the FS-RNN within linearchain conditional random fields (CRFs) [6] -well established models for sequence labeling tasks such as speech recognition [7] or phone classification [8] -we are able to achieve even better performance. In particular, we consider higherorder (HO) CRFs which facilitate input-independent (such factors depend on the output labels y only) [9] and input-dependent higher-order factors (such factors depend on both the input x and output variables y) [10, 11] . These HO factors increase the expressiveness of the CRFs compared to first-order models. Neural models amongst other models have been used to parametrize first-order factors [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and higherorder factors [3, 17] . By additionally using the FS-RNN features, we augment the model by local factors depending on a single label and on the whole input sequence. In this way we are able to achieve a performance of 11.9% phone error rate on the TIMIT phone classification task. Our main contributions are: (i) We introduce the FS-RNN model which uses bidirectional RNNs at frame and segment level for phone classification. Therefore, we are able to capture short and long range temporal information more effectively. (ii) In experiments, we demonstrate that FS-RNNs achieve better performance on phone classification than bidirectional RNNs on frame level or segment level only. (iii) In experiments, we evaluate FS-RNN factors integrated in the HO-CRF model and obtain 11.9% phone error rate. This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we briefly describe the phone classification problem and introduce our notation. We propose the FS-RNN model in Section 3. In Section 4 we recap the neural HO-CRFs and show how to equip them with features derived from FS-RNNs. In Section 5 we evaluate our model on the TIMIT phone classification task. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Background and Notation
In phone recognition, the task is to map an input utterance given in the form of an audio recording in time domain, to a sequence of phones y = (y1, . . . , yT ) of length T . Typically, in a preprocessing step, frequency domain features, e.g. MFCC and Mel filterbank outputs, are computed from the input utterance by considering short snippets (frames) of the time domain data. We denote these features as
, where x f i are the features of the i th frame and L is the total number of frames in the processed utterance. Each yt corresponds to a variable length phonetic segment spanning multiple frames, whose first frame is at and whose last frame is at+1 − 1 (we have a1=1 and for ease of notation we define aT +1 = L + 1), i.e. the t th segment spans the frame level features x f a t , . . . , x f a t+1 −1 . The frames and phonetic segments are strictly monotonically aligned, i.e. at < at+1. In this paper we consider phone classification, a special case of phone recognition, in which the alignments (a1, . . . , aT +1) are known during training and testing. Heuristic segment level features. Many approaches to phone classification [1, 2, 3] are based on computing fixed length features for each (variable length) phonetic segment. On these fixed length features, many standard machine learning techniques for supervised learning, e.g. logistic regression or support vector machines, can be applied. A common approach for computing these fixed length segment level features is to average frame level features approximately over segment thirds [1] and to stack the results into a single feature vector per segment. We refer to this features as x s . While this approach of aggregating frame level features is appealing because of its simplicity, it results in a loss of information relevant for the task.
The FS-RNN Model
The FS-RNN model processes the input at frame level and segment level by separate bidirectional RNNs [18] . As substantiated by the experiments in Section 5.3, this type of processing is important to exploit the (temporal) information of the input more effectively compared to (i) models which solely process the input at the frame level using frame level features and (ii) models which process the input on segment level using features obtained by heuristic aggregation of frame level features.
Network architecture. The architecture of our FS-RNN model is illustrated in Figure 1 . One or more layers of bidirectional RNNs process the input at frame level, i.e. the input to the first RNN layer are the features x f computed frame-wise from the input x. This is the frame RNN in Figure 1 . Note that this frame RNN spans the whole input sequence and is not limited to an individual segment. This enables to propagate information across segments-an important property as neighboring phones are known to strongly influence each other [4, 3] . For each (variable length) phonetic segment of the utterance, we extract the hidden activations from the last layer of the frame RNN at the first, center and last frame using the alignment information (segment boundaries) and stack them, resulting in a segment feature vector. By concatenating these extracted feature vectors for every segment, we obtain segment level features
). These segment level features could be used for predicting the labels in each segment but we noticed that further processing on the segment level by additional RNNs improves performance, i.e. the features x s,RNN are processed by one or more additional layers of bidirectional RNNs. This is the segment RNN in Figure 1 . By extracting the hidden activations of the last layer of the segment RNN, we obtain another type of segment level features x s,RNN2 (using these features for phone classification results in impressive performance gains, cf. Section 5). Finally, for every segment t, we add an output layer with input x s,RNN2 t and a softmax activation corresponding to the posterior probability p(yt | x s,RNN2 t
).
Training. The FS-RNN model is parameterized by the parameters of the frame RNNs w f , the parameters of the segment RNNs w s and the parameters of the output layer w out . For ease of notation we refer to all these parameters by w. Given the training-data ((
, which is a collection of J input-output sequence pairs drawn i.i.d. from some unknown data distribution, we optimize the parameters of our model to maximize the conditional log-likelihood:
where Tj is the length of the j th utterance, y
is the label of the t th segment in the j th utterance, x f(j) are the frame level features of the j th utterance and a (j) the corresponding alignments. As common in neural networks, we use a mathematical expression compiler, in particular Theano [19] , which is supporting symbolic differentiation, to compute the gradients and update the weights w. . We use these features to predict one phone for each segment.
Neural Higher-Order CRFs
In this section we show how the FS-RNN model can be used as part of neural higher-order CRFs (NHO-CRFs), which were introduced in [3, 17] . Combining FS-RNNs and NHO-CRFs yields improved performance compared to using either of these models separately, cf. Section 5. We first briefly recap NHOCRFs for phone classification and then show how features can be extracted from the FS-RNN and used in the NHO-CRF. NHO-CRF. The NHO-CRF specifies a conditional distribution
Φt(yt−n+1:t; x, a), (2) for an output sequence y of length T given an input sequence x, where Φt(yt−n+1:t; x, a) are non-negative factors that can depend on the label sub-sequence yt−n+1:t, the whole input sequence x and the alignments a, and where Z(x, a) is the normalization. The factors in (N − 1) th -order CRFs can depend on label sub-sequences of maximal span N . All factors Figure 2 : Factor graph of a HO-CRF of order 2 using inputdependent uni-gram factors Φ 1-1 and bi-gram transition factors Φ 2 (typical) and additionally 3-gram factors Φ 3 as well as input-dependent factors Φ 2-2 and Φ 3-3 . The FS-RNN factors are omitted for legibility.
Φt(yt−n+1:t; x, a) are given in log-linear form, i.e.
Φt(yt−n+1:t; x, a) = exp
where f k (yt−n+1:t; x, a, t) are arbitrary vector-valued feature functions and w n k are the weight parameters. These feature functions can for example be indicator functions, linear functions, or functions computed using neural networks. We distinguish (i) n-gram input-independent factors which are denoted as Φ n and depend on an output subsequence of length n, (ii) n-m-gram input-dependent factors which are denoted as Φ m-n and depend on an output subsequence of length n and an (aligned) input subsequence of length m (on segment level), and (iii) FS-RNN factors denoted as Φ FS-RNN . An illustration of the HO-CRF including all but the FS-RNN factors is shown in Figure 2 . For details on the n-gram input-independent and nm-gram input-dependent factors we refer the interested reader to [3, 17] . In the following we describe the FS-RNN factors that can be derived from our proposed model in Section 3. FS-RNN factors. These factors depend on a single output label yt and the whole input sequence at frame level. These factors use feature functions of the form f FS-RNN (yt; x, a, t) = r(x f , a, t) [1(yt = b1), 1(yt = b2), . . .] T , where we use the FS-RNN architecture to model r(x f , a, t) and b1, b2, . . . are the different phones. In particular, r(x f , a, t) corresponds to the hidden activations of the last layer of the segment RNNs of the FS-RNN (cf. Section 3 and Figure 1 ) extracted for the t th segment, i.e. x s,RNN2 t . It is important to note that the function r(x f , a, t) maps the whole input sequence into a new feature representation at segment level using the alignments. Parameter Learning. The parameters w CRF = {w n k | ∀k, n} are optimized to maximize the conditional log-likelihood of the training-data ((x (1) , y (1) ), . . . , (x (J) , y (J) )) given the alignment. We compute the conditional log-likelihood by computing the forward recursion as described in [8] . Then, as in the case of the FS-RNN model, we use Theano [19] to compute the gradients and update the weights w CRF . Note that while we could optimize the parameters w CRF of the NHO-CRF and the parameters w of the feature functions jointly as in [17] , we rather kept the parameters w fixed while learning the parameters of the NHO-CRF for simplicity.
Experiments
We evaluated the performance of the proposed FS-RNN model and the NHO-CRF with FS-RNN factors on the TIMIT phone classification task.
TIMIT Data Set
The TIMIT data set [20] contains recordings of 5.4 hours of English speech from 8 major dialect regions of the United States. The recordings were manually segmented at phone level. We use this segmentation for phone classification. We collapsed the original 61 phones into 39 phones. We computed frame level features x f using MFCCs for NHO-CRFs and Mel filterbank outputs for RNNs and in both cases the respective delta and double-delta coefficients. Additionally, for every phonetic segment, we combined the features x f of the corresponding frames into segment level feature vectors x s by averaging them approximately over segment thirds-details on the pre-processing and data set are presented in [1] . The task is, given an utterance and a corresponding segmentation, to infer the phone within every segment. The validation set is used for parameter tuning. The performance measure is the phone error rate (PER) in [%].
Experimental Setup
For pre-training the MLPs we used a batch size of 100 samples, an initial learning rate of 0.002 and no 2-norm regularizer. For training RNNs we used a batch size of 1, an initial learning rate of 0.001 and an 2-norm regularizer weighted by 0.00025. We used the ADAM optimizer [21] for 100 epochs with a learning rate decay of 0.9. Optimization of the HO-CRF weights was performed using stochastic gradient ascent using a batch size of one sample, an initial learning rate of 0.001, learning rate decay of 0.998, a momentum of 0.0001 and a maximum of 500 of epochs. An 2-norm regularizer on the model weights was used with a fixed regularization factor of 0.001. We utilized early stopping based on the development data set. Further, the features of the factors of the CRF were normalized to zero mean and unit standard deviation.
Labeling Results for the FS-RNN model
In a first set of explorative experiments, we evaluate the performance of RNNs that process the input utterances only based on (a) frame level features or only on (b) segment level features computed by heuristic aggregation. We then show that a processing on frame level and segment level by FS-RNNs is advantageous and results in improved performance. Explorative Experiments. First, we trained bidirectional RNNs either on frames (F-RNN) or on segments (S-RNN). The input to the F-RNNs is x f , and using the given alignment information, the hidden activations x s,RNN (cf. Section 3) are extracted and used as inputs to an output layer with a softmax activation for each segment. The input to the S-RNNs are the segment level features x s computed by heuristic aggregation (cf. Section 5.1). In Table 1 , we compared the performance of FRNNs and S-RNNs. F-RNNs outperform S-RNNs with a performance of 15.1% compared to 17.6% PER, respectively. Improved Performance of FS-RNN. Furthermore, we evaluated the FS-RNN model introduced in Section 3 which processes the input by RNNs on frame and segment level. Surprisingly, we achieved an impressive performance of 13.8% for the best architecture. In Table 1 , we compare the performance of different architectures of the FS-RNN to the performance of F-RNNs and S-RNNs. Note that for various configurations the FS-RNN outperforms the other two models. 
Labeling Results for NHO-CRF
In this section, we present results for the NHO-CRF [3] using FS-RNN factors.
Factors and pre-training. Before optimizing the weights of the CRF, we pre-trained the feature functions in the Φ m-n factors represented by MLP networks [3] and the Φ FS-RNN factors. For pre-training the MLP networks, we defined new datasets Dm-n. The dataset Dm-n contains all possible sub-sequences of the training data of length n (on the output side) and the corresponding input sub-sequences of length m from the (heuristically aggregated) segment level features x s . For pre-training the m-n gram MLP networks, we maximized the log conditional likelihood (x s,r ,y r )∈Dm-n log p MLP (y r |x s,r ), where r is the index of the r th training example in Dm-n. Note that we train one network for each factor Φ m-n . For the MLP networks we used the best hyper-parameter settings and the special convolution over segments architecture (MLPCS) from [8] . Furthermore, we used virtual adversarial training (VAT) [22] for training the MLP networks to improve their generalization properties [8] . For pre-training the FS-RNN factors we used the best network architecture from Section 5.3 and maximized the log conditional likelihood in Equation (1) . Sequence Labeling. After the discriminative pre-training of the MLP networks and the FS-RNN for the corresponding factors as described above, we normalized the outputs of the respective feature functions to zero mean and unit variance and used them as features to train NHO-CRFs. Table 2 shows phone classification results for NHO-CRFs including only MLPCS factors versus MLPCS+FS-RNN factors. We incrementally included the m-n-gram MLPCS factors to the NHO-CRFs of the first row in the table containing Φ 1 , Φ 2 , Φ 1-1 . Additional higher-order factors ("+" indicates additional factors to the model of previous line) improved consistently the PER. We achieved our best PER result of 11.9% including FS-RNN and all MLPCS factors. Summary. Finally, we compared our best result to other stateof-the-art methods based on MFCC features as shown in Table 3 and to deep scattering spectrum [23] , a method based on more advanced preprocessing which in combination with support vector machines achieves a PER of 15.9%. Recently, Mel-based convolutional neural network ensembles plus MFCC features [24] outperformed previous results on this task with a performance of 15.0%. Our recently published CRF+MLPCS-BN+VAT using standard MFCC features achieves a performance of 13.0% [8] . We obtain a PER of 13.8% using FS-RNN. Furthermore, by using FS-RNN as additional factors in the NHO-CRF we achieve 11.9% PER -the best reported performance on this task. 
Model PER [%]
GMMs ML [25] 25.9 Large-Margin GMM [25] 21.1 Heterogeneous Measurements [1] 21.0 NHO-CRF [17] 17.7 MLPCS-BN+VAT (Isolated) [8] 16.8 Deep Scattering Spectrum [23] 15.9 NHO-CRF (disc. pre-training) [3] 15.8 CNN Ensemble (Mel)+MFCC [24] 15.0 NHO-CRF + MLPCS-BN+VAT [8] 13.0
Proposed models in this paper: F-RNN 15.1 S-RNN 17.6 FS-RNN 13.8 FS-RNN+NHO-CRF + MLPCS-BN+VAT 11.9
Conclusion
We introduced the FS-RNN model which uses frame and segment level bidirectional RNNs for phone classification. Furthermore, we utilized the FS-RNN as a new feature type for the neural HO-CRFs. This improved the performance of neural HO-CRFs significantly. In experiments, we demonstrated excellent performance of our approach on the TIMIT phone classification task, reporting a new state-of-the-art performance of 11.9% phone error rate. In future work we will extend our model to phone recognition [26, 27, 28] .
